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Part I – New Advances in Homeopathy

A Bird’s Eye View of this Book

The authors of this book have decades of experience in individualised homeopathic treatment and are strong propagators of classical homeopathy. They have practised and taught it in dozens of countries. Through their work in developing countries – especially Africa – they have experienced that in many conditions there are collective roots that need to be considered and addressed with specifics. ‘Specifics’ is used in its homeopathic meaning as ‘specific remedies for particular diseases, situations or recognized sets of symptoms’. This book discusses in detail the theory of using specifics in epidemics, trauma, intoxication and chronic diseases. It explains how to integrate specifics in daily homeopathic practice and thus improve the success of homeopathy.

Awaiting basic research that can explain the fundamental principles underlying homeopathy – the similia principle and especially the ability of water to memorise information – full acceptance of homeopathy and the many positive studies as to its efficacy are met with scepticism and disbelief. Owing to this the potential of homeopathy to relieve suffering at this time is only scarcely implemented and researched.

The new advances presented here were not developed to that purpose but might very well help to cross the bridge between the current western medical paradigm and the homeopathic paradigm. This is because, especially in the case of epidemics and collective trauma, this new development allows the use of homeopathic remedies within an allopathic treatment model. It combines the advances of homeopathy (safe, no side-effects, low costs, no therapy resistance) with those of allopathy (diagnosis).

Epidemics

For the treatment of epidemics Hahnemann had already developed the Genus epidemicus approach. Theoretically the treatment of an epidemic disease requires one homeopathic remedy specific to that disease because it's the same situation for everybody. The disease is not rooted in an individual derangement of the vital force as in the case of many chronic diseases, but has an external cause as it were and affects the collective. Although in principal one remedy would be sufficient the homeopathic approach to epidemic diseases was generally not that simple because the remedies for each disease had not been found. Thus in the approach of an epidemic usually a group of remedies fitting the totality of the symptoms was defined from which a homeopath would select the one mostly fitting an individual case.

The work from which this book is the result started in Africa with the successful treatment of AIDS in early 2002.

After thorough analysis of a number of AIDS-cases in Ethiopia we were not able to identify a homeopathic remedy in the extant Materia Medica that would cover the syndrome. In Africa we therefore created a new technology, which we call PC TECHNOLOGY, which allows the making of specific remedies for specific diseases. This development makes it possible to treat epidemic diseases with consistent results with PC RESONANCES. As only few skills and funds are needed this new method can easily be implemented worldwide.
It’s important to see the simplicity here. Diagnosis = Remedy. The case taking process has been done by medical science by identifying diseases accurately, and all that is needed is the specific remedy.

This allowed us to treat AIDS with a high degree of success. After almost a decade we still think this is the best treatment available for AIDS. Thousands of people with AIDS have been successfully treated this way, including many five-year plus survival cases.

We extended this technology to treat other epidemic diseases and have shown it to be effective in the main epidemic diseases of Africa such as malaria, tuberculosis and gonorrhoea.

**Trauma**

Trauma is universal and different forms of trauma can easily be identified. For the treatment of trauma homeopaths usually use a limited set of remedies, which is actually similar to the way epidemic diseases are approached. Typical traumas come from sudden events and mimic epidemics in many significant ways. This means that the Genus epidemicus approach can theoretically be used for different forms of trauma, and that also in trauma one single PC RESONANCE can be designed and prescribed to all suffering from a similar traumatic event.

We have demonstrated that in situations like genocide, war and rape traumas it is possible to easily treat people with specific remedies for these traumas that otherwise would last a lifetime. The great advantage is that it is possible to treat thousands of people in a short amount of time. In 2010 for instance 10,000 people were successfully treated in Haiti for the trauma of natural catastrophe. In 2011 we treated 5,000 refugees for the trauma of war.

**Intoxication**

Toxins increasingly lower the vitality of the world population while vaccination programmes take the immune system out of balance resulting in a wide variety of conditions. To restore health to the world population, detoxification (detox from here) programmes are essential. It is possible to prepare a homeopathic detox remedy from any toxin or vaccine and apply these (without antidoting the beneficial effects of vaccination). Another option is to create general detox remedies as has been done with PC TECHNOLOGY. As an alternative to vaccination homeoprophylaxis deserves serious consideration and PC RESONANCES can prove to be a reliable tool, as in the treatment of diseases they have been shown to give more consistent results than the corresponding nosodes (E.g. Tuberculinum is not known to consistently cure tuberculosis, whereas the PC RESONANCE for TB in our experience does).

**Chronic diseases**

We then extended the ideas and principles of treatment to the treatment of chronic diseases, because we reasoned that chronic diseases are really the result of epidemic diseases, epigenetic effects and transgenerational trauma effects combined with toxins, which together become pathology. From this position we produced remedies for chronic diseases. When included in a proper homeopathic treatment plan, and used according to homeopathic case management, they are able to make a serious contribution to treating chronic diseases. This means in practice that besides the simillimum for the patient also a simillimum for the diseases can be prescribed, the one complementing the other. This new development we feel can improve the success rate in homeopathic practice significantly.
There has been an ongoing conflict between classical homeopathy (one remedy fitting the totality of the case) and clinical homeopathy (usually combinations of remedies to address specific tissues or conditions). Being the results of suppressed or unresolved infectious diseases and/or trauma we can consider chronic diseases as slow moving epidemics (what once started with an acute epidemic/infectious disease continues its action in chronic diseases). The theoretical consideration that a disease specific remedy (second simillimum) can complement the patient’s specific remedy (first simillimum) is confirmed for a variety of diseases for which disease specific PC RESONANCES have been designed.

Hahnemann’s theory of miasms underlying chronic diseases is one of the aspects that make it hard for contemporary medicine to take homeopathy serious. Modern science in the meantime though has moved ahead in the field of epigenetics, which provides a new foundation for explaining the transmission of trauma, diseases and much more, and redefines Hahnemann’s concept of miasms in modern terminology. We will discuss epigenetics and its consequences for homeopathic treatment further on in this book.

**Sound as carrier**

We also made another leap of technology by impregnating these new resonant remedies into sound waves rather than homeopathic-like pills and have demonstrated that they have similar effects. This has many advantages, especially if the world were to face another serious epidemic disease as it did with the Spanish ‘flu, which killed many tens of millions of people in a twelve week period. These resonances could be supplied via the internet worldwide in a matter of days to billions of people.

This in a nutshell is what we have to offer in this book. While building on the foundations of Hahnemann’s legacy we will provide a lot of food for thought, use new scientific insights to support new advances in homeopathy, and present a good number of cases of a wide variety of conditions to serve as living proof of the validity of the theoretical discourses.
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